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Behind the mask of innocence - Toronto Public Library 23 Dec 1990. It's this latter fascination that energizes Behind the Mask of Innocence, the superb new book by Kevin Brownlow, whose earlier volumes—The Behind the Mask of Innocence: Sex, Violence, Crime, Films of Social. Relevant Works AbeBooks.com: Behind The Mask Of Innocence 9780394577470 by Brownlow, Kevin and a great selection of similar New, Used and Collectible Books Mama Cracks a Mask of Innocence - Google Books

The silent movies most known by film-goers paint a charming picture of a relaxed, innocent bygone America. Yet documentary filmmaker Brownlow has unearthed hundreds of forgotten silents that realistically delved into social and political issues: police corruption, white slave rackets, racial tensions, slum conditions, strikes, divorce, venereal disease. Many of these silents took a progressive standpoint softened by melodramatic devices; there were also racist films, Red Scare films, prejudiced caricatures of immigrant groups. By the 1920s, conservatism set in, censorship was widespread, the &